the good, the bad, the ugly …
also the sad and the hilarious.

TUCK’S TALE: “Jets. Sweet mother. Supersonic white
rockets like the astronauts flew. Jets that looked like little bugs
on the ground and climbed to the skies at unbelievable speed,”
Tuck rhapsodized. “I was hot to go.”
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Clarinda Harriss
is a professor
of English at
Towson University,
where she teaches
poetry, editing
and prosody. She
directs BrickHouse
Books, Inc.,
Maryland’s oldest
continuously publishing small press. A
widely published writer, she is the author
of Air Travel, The Knight Parrot, The Bone
Tree, License Renewal for the Blind, and
several academic works.
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John L. Herman Jr. received a B.S.
degree in Business Administration from
Towson University and attended graduate
classes at Johns Hopkins University. His
family owns Abacrombie Fine Foods and
Accommodations, an award-winning bed
and breakfast and restaurant in Baltimore,
Maryland. As the Innkeeper, he has
hosted over ten thousand guests in the
last four years, and these stories have been
shared over the breakfast table with many
of them.

DANNY’S TALE:
It was true. Danny
had indeed done all
he could. Now his
life was in shambles.
He was broke. He
was separated from
his wife and kids. He was unemployed. The shock of his total
failure was crashing in on him.
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Welcome to the Abacrombie,

a bed and breakfast in Baltimore.
A real place where guests from all
over the world stay. And herein are
some tales told over the breakfast
table. You see, it’s easier to let your
hair down with strangers than with
friends. The snow is falling. And
the guests can’t leave. Come listen
to their stories.
Read the tales and sagas from
Tuck, Ben, Randy, and Tim
who survived divorce, business
failure, scandal, and corruption.
Read about Mike and Enzo, who
regale their younger years and pose
insightful queries to the worlds
of love, success, and a darker tale.
Meet Jim the builder.
Visit with Jeff and Tony and Rick.
Discover Eric’s movie adventure.
Hear the Alpha Male stories of
conquest and sex. Find out how
Danny won and lost it all. See if
politician Pete won his election.
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And when you finish their stories,
see how you feel about coming to
the Abacrombie and telling yours.

